Gerald J. Daub Collection

Background Information

Gerald J. Daub

Gerald J. Daub is a geologist who has spent most of his professional career in the region around Grand Junction, Colorado. His career has been spent as a consulting geologist or working in various mining or energy-related companies. His principal oil shale association had been with the Multi-Mineral Corporation in the assessment of their oil shale properties in the Piceance Basin and the development of their research center in Grand Junction.

The Gerald J. Daub Collection

The Gerald J. Daub Collection contains mostly oil shale reports. The first nine boxes in the Daub Collection are government documents. There are a large number of reports concerning the Federal prototype lease tracts: C-a, C-b, U-a, and U-b and a few boxes containing reports from national laboratories and Cameron Engineers, Inc.

Nearly one-third of the Daub Collection consists of reports and other documents from Multi-Mineral Corporation and their oil shale activities from 1973 through 1982.
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